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Otovo is a marketplace for energy installation

building the European no.1 in residential solar

Otovo projects completed in Q2 2019 near Oslo, Norway
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Summary

Outlook: Short term drop in business,
long term very positive for solar PV and batteries

Q1: Disrupted value chains

•
•
•

China hit by coronavirus, enters lockdown
Value chains disrupted, shortage of panels
Currency depreciation in Scandinavia
Increased prices of panels

Returned to normal, slack
being worked on and prices
back down

Q2: Drop in sales

•
•

European economies enter lockdown
Capex and discretionary spending contracts
Drop in sales

Returned to normal,
increased attractiveness of
savings product

Q3: Installations slow down

•
•

Installations typically take 90-100 days from interest to installation
Q3 installations come from Q2 sales
Drop in sales in Q2 translates to drop in installations in Q3

Will return to normal in Q4

•
•
•

EU responds to crisis with Green Deal
Increased capital inflows to ESGs and energy efficiency, increased deal frequency
Improved regulatory and subsidy environment
Continuous improvement on prices on batteries and solar PV

2020s looking very
promising for price
competitiveness

2021-22: Green stimulus in
Europe,
even lower hardware prices
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Booked revenue is down 10% in first half
and number of units sold is down 6%
ALL EUROPE
no. of net units sold YTD
NORWAY
revenue

SWEDEN
revenue

FRANCE
revenue

SEKm

NOKm

SPAIN
revenue

EURm

GROUP
revenue

EURm

NOKm

1H20

37,5

1H20

36,9

1H20

0,2

1H20

0,1

1H20

77,4

1H19

49,8

1H19

37,5

1H19*

0,1

1H19

N/A

1H19

85,6

%

−24,6%

%

−1,7%

%

N/A

%

N/A

%

-9,6%

-14%

AT bytter denne
til net sales

*France 1H19 includes only three months of revenue
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Otovo Spain is growing fastest and working to
secure a permanent leading positions in the market
Norway

Sweden

Market share
(H1 2020)

39%

6,3%

France

Spain

2,3%

(only Q1)

We believe to be
in national top 5

(no official figures)

We’re expecting to end the year with more
than 300 installer companies on the platform
Net addition of 61 installer companies in the first
half of 2020

Number of installers

(signed contracts and offboarded)

Platform is working: Costs keep coming down
despite Covid troubles. Spain clear cost leader locally
Norway average cost
down 15% last 12
months

Sweden average cost
down 18% last 12 months

Spain average cost
down 38% year to date

85
82

-15%

-18%
67
62

62

42

-38%

Source: Otovo winning bids on sold projects. Index 100 = July 2019 (NO, SE), Dec 2019 (ES), index is local and in local
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Summary

Revenue down 10%
3pp increase in gross margin
P&L H1 2020
P&L (NOKm)

Comments
● Revenue down 10% compared to H1 2019
● Gross margin improvement of 3pp driven by
increased volume and improved unit margins
● Total opex increased due to market entry in
Spain and full six months operations in France
(3 months included in the H1 2019 P&L)
● D&A include NOKm 5 in goodwill depreciation
Guidance 2020 (unchanged)
● Substantial uncertainty in revenue outcome
● Cost reduction measures implemented, but
Scandinavia profitability target delayed
● Expecting increased gross margin % YoY
● EBITDA for 2020 expected in line with 2019
● Restart of growth / business development
activities in H2 2020 not reflected in EBITDA
guidance
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Robust balance sheet
NOK 153m in cash as of 30.06.20
Balance sheet H1 2020
Balance
P&L (NOKm)
sheet (NOKm)

Comments
● Acquisition of InSunWeTrust represented as
goodwill in intangible assets (NOKm 91), and
remaining earn out obligation as non.int
bearing debt. Settlement 90% Otovo shares /
10% cash during July 2020 and 2021/2022
● Cash position NOKm 153 as of 30.06.2020
Guidance 2020
● Target cash position 31.12.2020 NOK 65-75m,
after expected equity funding of EDEA
(AssetCo) of NOK 25m
● Restart of growth / business development
activities in H2 2020 not-included in target
cash position
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Solid and long term owners
July 2020

Short description of largest non-mgmt. shareholders

Sources: Home pages and annual reports

Top shareholders
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Summary

Giving access to solar power to more people
Strong personal
economy
Green motivation

1

Normal personal
economy

Innovators
Early majority

Savings
motivation

2

Early adopters

LEASING
EMPOWER
S these

Launch obtaining extensive PR coverage
Comments
● Leasing is first-of a kind product in
Spain, generating hundreds of
impacts and driving unseen volumes
of traffic
● Norwegian and nordic origin is
viewed in a very positive light across
Spain and Southern Europe in general:
modern, trustworthy and
environmentally conscious
● These elements contribute and
confirm our ability to build a
pan-European brand across many
countries beyond our existing
footprint
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Customer feedback is very positive in Spain
The entire process from configuration to
setup, licensing and installation has
been done quickly and easily. The way
to advise me on the installation has
been transparent and clear. Even with
an alarm state in between, the
installation has been carried out very
quickly.
-

Excellent work, very serious
and recommendable
company. I hope to enjoy the
installation for many years.
-

Juanjo, Habitissimo

In my experience with
them, it is a serious and
compliant company.
Highly recommended.
-

Anto, Google

Sincere and
professional attention,
very happy with them.
-

Jose, Habitissimo

Teodoro, Google

The whole process, from the first contact
with Otovo, has been fluid and friendly;
They have met the established
deadlines, and my facility is working
with all the administrative procedures
carried out. Unbeatable follow-up work
and the concern of his staff (Pablo) that
everything works well. They take an
interest and care about it.
-

Antonio, Trustpilot
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Leasing is a countercyclical product that
has had a positive impact on KPIs
Comments
● Leasing was launched in Spain on June 3rd
and in Norway on June 10th
● We expect the share of leasing sales to
grow, as the direct purchases are leads
from confinement times, so we are
enjoying "catch-up sales" from March and
April
● Early signs of the positive impact of
leasing:
○ Cheaper leads
○ Improved conversion and shorter
sales cycles
○ Significant contribution to sales
volume converting customers that
otherwise would not have

Launching EDEA An opportunity to deploy NOK 1bn+ 2020-2023
Comments

The Otovo leasing concept

● European Distributed Energy Assets (EDEA) owns the
solar systems and receives fixed monthly payments
from leasing customers
● Otovo handles all customer interaction and receives
service and maintenance fees from EDEA
● Based on initial customer feedback and forecasted
growth of residential solar it is estimated that EDEA
will deploy assets for more than NOK 1bn 2020-2023

EDEA pays Otovo
for helping with
customers

EDEA receives
monthly
payments
billed by Otovo

● Credit approved term sheet with large Nordic bank
for initial debt funding of EDEA. Facility of NOK 50m at
attractive terms
● Initial stage equity of NOK 25m is funded by Otovo.
Additional equity of approx. NOK 30m to be raised
from existing Otovo shareholders during
August/September

Otovo handles
customer
interaction

Distributed solar assets investment opportunity
Volume

NOK 1 bn+ capital
deployment next three
years

Cash flow

Highly attractive cash
flows

•
•
•

20 years of fixed monthly payments from customers with CPI-adjustment
No regulatory risk in contracted revenue stream
No power price or power production volume risk for AssetCo

Diversification

Solid counterparties
and easily manageable
risk

•

AssetCo will provide financing of critical infrastructure (power supply) for solid house
owners in stable and prosperous Western European countries with low political risk
Risk management benefit in large number of independent counterparties

Yield
compression

Yield compression case
at exit

•

•

Solar systems represent a significant investment for the avg household – leasing
removes financial barriers
Continuous capital deployment

•

•

With an established portfolio and demonstrated track-record, the perceived risk is
lowered and there is a potential to sell the portfolio to investors with lower return
requirements
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Summary

Leasing product off to a great start with consumers now we’ll be offering investment into solar assets
● Covid impact: Expecting a no-growth year, but entry speed into
2021 that is highly encouraging
○
○
○

Profitability per project improved
More growth outside Scandinavia
France moving to Otovo platform in second half 2020

● Leasing offer started: Successful launch and promising early
numbers
○
○

PR and public reception very positive
Improving key metrics on all fronts

● EDEA launch now: We’re executing on creating EDEA - the asset
owning company that will hold the leasing assets on its balance
sheet
○
○
○

Otovo and Otovo shareholders to take first leg
Nordic bank debt facility secured
Plan to deploy NOK +1bn in the medium term (2020-23)
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Contact
Andreas Thorsheim
CEO
+4793065178
at@otovo.com

Cecilie E. Weltz
CFO
+4791885221
ceciliewe@otovo.com
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